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Hate Story 3 has eroticism and vendetta
CINEMA OF THE WEEK
Hate Story 3 (Erotic Thriller) ★★★
Cast: Sharman Joshi, Karan Singh Grover,
Zareen Khan, Daisy Shah
Direction: Vishal Pandya
Duration: 2 hours 12 minutes
Language: Hindi (A)
58888 code: hat

■ Siya (Zareen) appears to be the bone of conten-

tion between warring businessmen Aditya (Sharman) and Saurav (Karan). But this one runs deeper than your average love triangle.

A

ditya and Siya are a happy couple. They are
shown making passionate love in repetitive
montages, kissing, feeling, titillating, while
a reprised version of the ’90s track Tumhe Apna
Banane Ki Kasam plays soulfully. This compatible
couple readily agrees on everything in the
bedroom or the boardroom. But their bliss is
interrupted when a gift-wrapped orange Audi
arrives in their lives. Instead of zooming into the
sunset, they go seeking the mystery man (Saurav)

who gifted it to them.
Without as much blinking or arching his
bleached, tweezed eyebrows, Saurav propositions
Aditya. He says he can bankroll him, provided he
allows him to sleep with his wife for one night. This
bit is tacky because Saurav is neither as suave as
Robert Redford from Indecent Proposal, nor is Siya
as irresistible as Demi Moore. The similarity to the
Hollywood film ends with Aditya reacting as
violently as Woody Harrelson.

Angry Indian Goddesses (Social Drama)

★★1/2

Cast: Sarah Jane Dias, Amrit Maghera, Sandhya
Mridul, Pavleen Gujral, Tannishtha Chatterjee,
Anushka Manchanda, Rajshri Deshpande
Direction: Pan Nalin
Duration: 2 hours
Language: Hindi (A)
58888 code: ang
■ Freida (Sarah Jane Dias) calls her friends to her

home in Goa for a special occasion. She is getting
married! Over the few days of their stay, the ladies
share with each other their joys, sorrows and doubts.
But does this trip have a happy ending?

P

an Nalin gives India an unusual female buddy
film that attempts to make a statement on the
growing atrocities against women. His point is
that misogyny runs deep in the Indian psyche. As
long as the film stays with the lives of its characters,
it does well. In the first-half, it is breezy, its vocabulary

remains conversational and is genuinely palpable.
The angst-ridden toughie Sandhya Mridul, the
subtle Tannishtha Chatterjee, the innocent Sarah
Jane Dias, the affirmative Anushka Manchanda,
the calm Amrit Maghera put together well-etched

that meets with disaster in the then-uncharted
open ocean. Eager to fill the Essex’s hold with
whale oil after an initially disappointing catch,
Captain George Pollard Jr (Walker) and first
officer Owen Chase (Hemsworth) are driven by
greed to venture out into treacherous waters. It
is poetic justice then that one of the very crea-

ESpark-Viridian, a joint initiative between Entrepreneurial Spark, UK
and leading venture catalysts in the SME space - Viridian Ventures,
India, started its operations at Gujarat International Finance
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Our rating is not the average of the above

— Meena Iyer
performances. Pavleen Gujral adds the right dose
of romance from time to time and Rajshri Deshpande is a delight to watch. Together, they create a
pleasant concoction of friendship and love.
Alas, the story is never supported by a solid screenplay. The film’s pace is a problem and though things
gear up in the second-half, it ends as a loopy mess.
When the predictable climax hits with all its cliches,
you feel disinterested. As the tone turns sombre, you
begin feeling detached. Nalin’s promising premise
had more merit but the drama dilutes it all.
The relevance of the title is also never established. There is a fleeting reference to Kali but that’s
about it. As for the characters, they suffer from
staple issues. Nalin keeps things superficial and
never offers a solution to all the issues he and his
writers point out. The tirade about how women are
subjugated by society repeats itself frequently and
this pummeling brand of feminism doesn’t work
in favour of the film.
Angry Indian Goddesses is a decent watch if you
keep your expectations in check. It is a perfect example of how anger does very little good after all.
— Mohar Basu
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AVERAGE ★★

WATCHABLE ★★★

GOOD ★★★
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● Hate Story 3 (hat)
● Angry Indian Goddesses (ang)
● In The Heart Of The Sea (int)

and the music was excellent—if
somebody wants a different love
story to watch, Tamasha is for you!

TAMASHA
READERS’ RATING 3.2
CRITIC’S RATING

I ANSHUL GOSWAMI

★★★

z Imtiaz is simply a master
storyteller! Ranbir and Deepika
lend wonderful performances. A
visual treat and the music also
works wonderfully for the film—it
is surely a different movie!

Tamasha is a treat—but
too long!
Ranbir-Deepika Rock!
z Tamasha is excellent and engrossing
—one identifies with the protagonist
played by Ranbir Kapoor who
is flawless under Imtiaz Ali’s
direction! Deepika Padukone
excels as always—and a
couple of the songs are really
catchy! I VINAY KALYAN
z Tamasha has superlative
performances from Ranbir
Kapoor and Deepika
Padukone—they rock
together as a pair! The film’s
plot is also highly experimental.

I ANISH JOSEPH

Tamasha gets too
tedious!
z It’s a slow and
predictable movie with
some brilliant acting and
good visuals—
do not go with much
expectation though, or
you will be disappointed.
I SUKHDEEP SINGH

I SUMEET NADKARNI

z Ranbir and Deepika’s performances
were terrific! The cinematography was
very good, especially in Corsica. AR
Rahman’s soulful music and Imtiaz
Ali’s story concept were awesome.
I PRAFULLA SRIVASTAV

Tamasha is truly different!
z I loved the acting by both Ranbir and
Deepika! The direction was superb

z Tamasha’s theme was good—but
the movie should have been shorter
to make it crisper! Still, excellent
performances from Ranbir and
Deepika and a much underrated
Piyush Mishra enhance the film.
I HAKIMUDDIN

z Tamasha could have been a far
better movie if editing was done
with more care. The story was
offbeat—but Imtiaz Ali failed to put
the pieces of the jigsaw together
properly! I DEBAYAN DATTA

whalers’ paradise. But an alpha-male bull
sperm whale proceeds to teach the sailors the
lesson of a lifetime.
The story does play out a little in flashback
as one of the survivors of the ordeal, Thomas
(Gleeson), recounts their reckless tale. The period detailing (even things like the era’s spoken
word accents) is superb and the performances
pass muster but are nothing special. The 3D
certainly helps a lot, especially in the whalehunting as well as the underwater sequences.
But ironically enough, you might end up
rooting for the whales instead of the humans!
After all, the crew only got what they deserved.
And when the sailors are left for the dead,
driven almost insane and at nature’s mercy, you
don’t feel any empathy for them. That said
though, this is definitely a gripping tale that’s
worth watching.
— Reagan Gavin Rasquinha

VERY GOOD ★★★★

VERY GOOD + ★★★★

DGPs will discuss Abid arrest could reveal
ways to rescue
nationwide terror plans
radicalised youth Inayat Bala

Kashmir and already appointed its commander in India.
Ahmedabad: Religious de- “However as Indian Muslims
radicalization of youths will have not fallen prey to the
be among the main topics of ISIS propaganda on social
discussion in the All India media, the terror outfit has
conference of director gene- not been able to gain a foot
rals of police which will be hold in the country,” said
held at Dhordo in Kutch from Thakur.
Thakur added that the onDecember 18 to 20.
Replying to the question ly way to keep the threat of
ISIS at bay is to start
about the threat of
KUTCH
de
radicalization
Islamic States of
Iraq and Syria CONFERENCE programe for youths
attracted towards
(ISIS) to India and
especially about possible pre- ISIS and make them undersence of ISIS foot holds in the stand the evil plans of IS.
DGPs from across the costate, DGP PC Thakur said,
“At present there is no evi- untry along with officials of
dence of ISIS foot print in Gu- different state and central
jarat. However in some parts agencies will gather at Thorof the country such as Maha- da in Kutch for the DG meet.
rashtra, Hyderabad and Te- “Prime Minister Narendra
langana some youths got at- Modi, Union Home Minster
tracted towards the terror Rajnathsingh and National
outfit through inflammatory Security Advisor (NSA) Ajit
posts on social media,” added Doval are scheduled to attend
the DG meet, ” said a senior
Thakur.
Thakur added that accor- police official. Till date, allding to recent reports ISIS India DG conferences were
has presence in Jammu and held in New Delhi.
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Met Youths
For Targeted
Killings
Sarfaraz.Shaikh
@timesgroup.com

Ahmedabad: Arrest of two
accused in the Bharuch double murder case, Abid Patel, a
UK passport holder and Salim
Ganchi, from Sonauli near Gorakhpur on Indo-Nepal border
could well help central agencies to bust a nationwide terror
network of under-world don
Dawood Ibrahim.
Anti-terrorist
Squad
(ATS) officials said, “During
the probe into the murder of
BJP leaders, Sirish Bengali
and Pragnesh Mistry, it has come to light that the right-hand
man of Dawood Ibrahim who
is allegedly hiding in Pakistan
pressurized Javed Chikna, a
proclaimed offender in 1993
Mumbai serial blasts, to mastermind high-profile killings
in India to trigger communal
unrest. “During interrogation
the accused confessed that under pressure from Pakistan’s
ISI Chhota Shakeel had ordered Chikna, who owns a chain
of restaurants in Karachi, to
start targeted killings in India,” said a senior ATS official.

Abid and Salim in ATS custody

During interrogation Inayat Bala, an accused arrested
earlier by ATS in this case, has
said that he had met six youths
hailing from Bihar, Mumbai,
Karnataka and Uttar Pradesh
at Ajmer for execution of target killings in their home states. “The meeting took place a
month prior to the murder of
the two BJP leaders in Bharuch on November 2,” said a
Gujarat police official. Senior
Gujarat Police officials said
they are working closely with
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh,
Karnataka and Bihar police.
ATS sources said while on
the run, Abid had contacted
his brother Javed Chikna. “Later Chikna and Shakeel arranged for two contacts in Nepal
who were supposed to help
Abid get forged medical travel
documents which would allow
him to fly to Dubai and then to
Pakistan from Nepal. Chikna
had also sent money to Abid

Terror module in
South Gujarat?

A

team of ATS officials
rushed to south Gujarat.
ATS officials said they have a
tip-off about the presence of
another module there. “The tip
off is related to another
possible target killing,” said a
senior ATS official. Sources said
while one team rushed to the
place on Friday evening another
team is at the location
conducting a search operation.

through a money exchanger,”
said an ATS official. On way to
Kathmandu Abid had got in
touch with a youth who aspired for a job in Gulf countries.
“Abid identified himself as
bank defaulter and ha promised the youth a job in Dubai. In
return he took shelter at the
youth’s house in Gorakhpur,”
added an ATS official.

2 excise officials suspended in exports scam
Ahmedabad: The central excise department has suspended a superintendent and
an inspector for their alleged
involvement in a fraud
exports case.
Their names cropped up

Codes for movies

READERS’ VERDICT

his film is set in a time when things like
ethical concerns regarding the brutality
of whaling were non-existent. Back then,
concepts like species being endangered probably didn’t exist. In today’s world, whaling is
banned almost globally. But back then, as depicted in the film, whaling by itself was probably more dangerous for the crews than the
whales. A large sperm whale could reduce the
wooden ships then in use to matchwood.
And that’s exactly what happens here when
Pollard, Chase and their fellow sailors are
dumb enough to try and bite off way more blubber than they can chew. When they set out from
Nantucket and head on down the Americas to
a spot of ocean 200 miles off their planned
course, they find themselves in a veritable

■ Set in 1820, this is the story of a whaling ship

ESpark-Viridian begins operations at GIFT City

Story: 2.5/5 | Music: 4/5 | Visual Appeal: 3.5/5

YOUR MOVIE REVIEWS/RATINGS

T

Cast: Chris Hemsworth, Tom Holland, Cillian
Murphy, Ben Whishaw, Brendan Gleeson,
Charlotte Riley, Benjamin Walker
Direction: Ron Howard
Duration: 2 hours 2 minutes
Language: English (U/A)
58888 code: int

POOR★

Direction: 2.5/5 | Dialogues: 2.5/5

SMS

tures they are hunting wrecks their ship as well
as the crew.

In The Heart Of The Sea (Adventure/
Action) ★★★

RATING SCALE

While the inevitable must happen, Siya plays
coy; Aditya plays spoilsport and Saurav has to
stay content with having sex with Aditya’s
disgruntled secretary, Kaya (Daisy Shah), who
gives him a skin show, writhes like a pole dancer
and kisses willingly. The plot remains unhurried
as another round of those erotic montages shot
against chartbusting tracks try to keep the
audience hooked.
In an attempt not to make these films seem like
pure steam-fests, the makers usually throw in a
revenge drama angle. So, true to the fabric of this
franchise, here too there’s a suspense drama
around some ugly sibling rivalry woven in.
However, while the film is good-looking, the
plot is convoluted. There’s bizarre justification
for the poison-ivy women and avaricious despots.
But then again, these sequels are about erotica
being served piping hot Bollywood style.
So, indulge in some guilt-free ‘entertainment’
and don’t go looking for soul. In the performance
section, Sharman seems odd when he is shirtless
but sincere when he’s buttoned-up. Karan
caresses Zareen, his object of desire, with his
eyes even better than he does with his hands.

during the investigation by
Gandhidham unit of Directorate of Revenue Intelligence
(DRI) which had unearthed the
fraudulent exports by a Jamnagar-based firm.
Based on specific intelli-

gence, DRI called back a container sent by Jamnagar-based
Amardeep Exports to Mundra
port. The exporter was shipping cement blocks in place of
brass electrical parts declared
on the shipping bill. TNN

OUTSTANDING ★★★★★

CITY DIGEST

GU exams to
begin today
The first semester exams
of all the streams in Gujarat University will begin
from Saturday. Following
the announcement of the
local body elections, the
GU exams were postponed. Now the exams will
begin on Saturday and go
on till first week of
January.
IIT-Gn to host int’l conference on cognition:
Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Gandhinagar
will host the 3rd international conference on
Cognition, Brain and
Computation from December 5 to 7. Cognitive science is an interdisciplinary
field for study of mind and
behavior using approaches from psychology,
philosophy, artificial
intelligence and neuroscience. IITGN faculty and
convener of the event,
Krishna Prasad Miyapuram said the conference
aims to bring forward the
interdisciplinary dialogue
between neuroscience
and computational approaches in study of cognition. “We hope to generate
discussions and collaborations which cuts across
disciplines and methodologies,” he says. The
conference will have
participation from various
universities from Canada,
USA, Singapore, France,
Japan and UK.
Train to Chennai
cancelled: Train no. 12655
Ahmedabad- Chennai will
remain canceled on December 6 & 7 due to heavy
rains and floods in Chennai. Railways will refund
full amount to all the
passengers.

